Abstract-In spite of the large number of existing methods, pedestrian detection remains an open challenge. In recent years, deep learning classification methods combined with multimodality images within different fusion schemes have achieved the best performance. It was proven that the late-fusion scheme outperforms both direct and intermediate integration of modalities for pedestrian recognition. Hence, in this paper, we focus on improving the late-fusion scheme for pedestrian classification on the Daimler stereo vision data set. Each image modality, Intensity, Depth and Flow, is classified by an independent Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), the outputs of which are then fused by a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) before the recognition decision. We propose different methods based on Cross-Modality deep learning of CNNs: (1) a correlated model where a unique CNN is trained with Intensity, Depth and Flow images for each frame, (2) an incremental model where a CNN is trained with the first modality images frames, then a second CNN, initialized by transfer learning on the first one is trained on the second modality images frames, and finally a third CNN initialized on the second one, is trained on the last modality images frames. The experiments show that the incremental cross-modality deep learning of CNNs improves classification performances not only for each independent modality classifier, but also for the multi-modality classifier based on late-fusion. Different learning algorithms are also investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian detection is a challenging task of great importance in the domain of object recognition and computer vision. It is a key problem for surveillance, robotics applications and automotive safety [1] where an efficient Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) for pedestrian detection is needed to reduce the number of accidents and fatal injures 1 . These systems usually have multi-modality sensors and/or camera networks to capture the road data, and signal/image processing components to extract pertinent features which are then classified by recognition components.
A study performed by ABI Research published in 2015 shows that Mercedes-Benz, Volvo and BMW dominate the market for car enhancing ADAS systems. As from 2013, abdelaziz.bensrhair@insa-rouen.fr BMW cars have been fitted with a Driver Assistance package for Pedestrian Warning, based on infrared night-vision and monocular vision cameras. Recently, the Mercedes system has combined stereo vision cameras with long, medium and short-range radars to monitor the area in front of the vehicle. In 2016 the Continental company proposed an Advanced Radar Sensor (standard for VW Tiguan) able to detect both objects and pedestrians, at a distance of up to 170 meters. The Nissan company developed a system which detects the vehicle's environment, including as the road, other vehicles and pedestrians.
These existing ADAS systems still have difficulty distinguishing between human beings and nearby objects, especially in a crowded urban environment where they are not able to detect all partially occluded pedestrians, and they do not work efficiently in extreme weather conditions. Moreover, it is difficult to find an ADAS system that is able to ensure stable, real-time and effective full functionality. We believe it is necessary to improve the classification component of an ADAS system to be able to discriminate between the obstacle type (pedestrian, cyclist, child, old person) in order to adapt the car driver system behavior according to the estimated risk level.
Our work is concerned with improving the classification component of a pedestrian detector. In recent research studies, deep learning neural networks including convolutional neural networks (CNNs), like LeNet, AlexNet, GoogLeNet, have usually led to improvement in classification performance [2] , [3] , [4] . Moreover, deep learning classification methods combined with multi-modality images within different fusion schemes have achieved remarkable results. The disadvantage of those models is that they require a large amount of annotated data for each modality.
It usually happens that one has not (enough) annotated data in one modality compared with other modalities. The question is whether one modality can be used exclusively (standpoint one) for training the classification model used to recognize pedestrians in another modality or only partially (standpoint two) for improving the training of the classification model in another modality. To our knowledge, this question has not yet been answered for the pedestrian recognition task. This paper proposes to solve this brainteaser through various experiments based on the Daimler stereo vision data set [5] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents our main contribution and some existing approaches from the literature. Section 3 presents the architecture and methods approach based on Cross-Modality deep learning of CNNs. Section 4 presents the experiments and their results on the Daimler dataset. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions. 
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Over the last decade, the pedestrian detection issue has been investigated intensely, resulting in the development of detection methods using a combination of features such as Integral Channel Features [6] , Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [7] , Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [8] , among others, followed by a trainable classifier such as a Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), boosted classifiers or random forests [9] , [10] . In [11] the authors present a mixtureof-experts framework performed with HOG, LBP features and MLP or linear SVM classifiers. Recently, in [12] a CNN to learn the features with an end-to-end approach was presented. This experiment focused on the detection of small scale pedestrians on the Caltech data set. A combination of three CNNs to detect pedestrians at different scales was proposed on the same monocular vision data set [13] . A cascade Aggregated Channel Features detector is used in [14] to generate candidate pedestrian windows followed by a CNN-based classifier for verification purposes on monocular Caltech and stereo ETH data sets. Two CNN-based fusion methods of visible and thermal images on the KAIST multispectral pedestrian data set were presented in [15] . The first method combines the information of these modalities at the pixel level (early fusion), while the second architecture uses separate sub-networks to generate a feature representation for each modality before classification (intermediate fusion). The authors showed that the intermediate fusion outperforms the early fusion.
We compared in [16] the performance of the early fusion and late fusion models on the Daimler stereo vision data set. The early fusion model was built by concatenating three image modalities (intensity, depth and flow) to feed a unique CNN. The late fusion model consists in fusing the outputs of three independent CNNs, trained on intensity, depth and flow images, by an SVM classifier. We showed the early-fusion model is less efficient than the late-fusion model. Moreover, the early fusion is less robust than the late fusion, since it needs strong image calibration and synchronization. Its training is less effective since for a given image frame it needs an item for each modality and therefore the classifier requires more items to learn the problem. With the earlyfusion model, it is impossible to take advantage of interdataset training methods by using modality images from different unimodal and/or multi-modal datasets where all the modalities are not acquired and/or annotated, in order to improve the training by extending the number and the variety of items.
In the literature, in studies on intermediate and late fusion methods, the training was made independently on each modality, exclusively with annotated images acquired from that modality. The aim of this paper is to improve the latefusion training by using a cross-modality approach. We will prove that the incremental cross-modality is effective for the training of each modality classifier not only with images from that modality, but also with images from other modalities: Intensity, Depth and Flow. A synthetic dataset (Virtual Pedestrian dataset [17] ) is used for an initial training, and two different real-world datasets (KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite and the Daimler Mono Pedestrian Detection Benchmark) for fine-tuning and evaluation.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has been carried out on cross-modality training for pedestrian recognition. In [18] , the authors proposed an incremental cross-dataset learning algorithm for the pedestrian detection problem. 
III. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES
In this paper, we propose fusing stereo-vision information between three modalities: Intensity (I), Depth (D) and Flow (F). We investigate the late-fusion architecture using three different methods for the training of the CNN-based classifiers: a classical intra-modality approach and two different methods for a cross-modality approach.
A. Our baseline late fusion architecture
We propose a late-fusion architecture (see Fig 1) where an MLP is used to discriminate between pedestrians (P) and non-pedestrians (P ) on the classification results (the class probability estimate of the previous estimated class) of three modality independent CNNs. Each CNN is exclusively trained on the same modality in an independent manner: trained and validated on the same modality.
Each modality CNN is based on the LeNet architecture which consists of 7 layers, apart from the input layer, 2 convolutional layers, 2 pooling layers, 2 inner product (IP) layers and one rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer. We use 20 filters with one stride for the first convolutional layer followed by 50 filters with one stride for the second one. We use two IP layers with 500 neurons for the first IP layer and 2 neurons for the second IP layer. The final layer returns the final decision of the classifier system: P or P .
B. Correlated cross-modality training of CNNs
We propose a correlated cross-modality approach where a unique CNN is learned with the same image frames, but provided in different modalities, Intensity I i , Depth D i and Flow F i with i=1,n (see Fig. 2 ). The CNN model is validated in two different ways: on a multi-modality validation set and on a single modality one. The learning and validation sets are disjointed.
We believe that the drawback of correlated cross-modality training is that it compels one to use a unique CNN model. This is too strong a constraint, if different modalities can improve the learning process with different CNN architectures and/or with different settings (learning algorithms and learning rates).
C. Incremental cross-modality training
Our experiments show that not all modality CNNs provide the best results with the different architectures and settings. Therefore, we propose an incremental cross-modality training, based on a transfer learning approach (see Fig.3) .
A first CNN is trained and validated with the first modality images frames, then a second CNN, initialized by transfer learning on the first CNN, is trained and validated on the second modality image frames, and finally a third CNN initialized on the second CNN, is trained and validated on the last modality images frames. Transferring learning consists in transferring weighted information from a previous CNN that has already been learned, to a new CNN which is to be trained.
The advantage of this method is that its architecture is more flexible allowing for adaptive settings for each classifier (i.e. different learning algorithms and rate policies). Learning this model does not require any inter-modality correlated data, nor synchronized modality images. This could be an interesting point if the multi-modality images are various and not acquired with similar sensors/cameras and/or extracted from the same database. The approach can be extended to cross-datasets training.
For this approach, the question is whether the order of modality training within the previous model has any importance. We investigate different combinations and we conclude that for the classification in the Intensity modality, the optimal order for training is Depth images first, followed by Flow images and finally Intensity images (D,F,I training model of I); for the classification in the Flow modality the optimal order for training is Depth images first, followed by Intensity images and finally Flow images (D,I,F training model of F), and respectively for the classification in the Depth modality the optimal order for training is Intensity images first, followed by Flow images and finally Depth images (I,F,S for training of D) (see Table II ). 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The training and testing were carried out on Daimler stereo vision images of 48 x 96 px with a 12-pixel border around the pedestrian images extracted from three modalities: Intensity, Depth and optical Flow.
We use 84577 samples for training, 75% of which are used for learning, 25% for validation and 41834 for testing. The training set contains:
• 52112 samples of pedestrians • 32465 samples of non pedestrians The testing set contains:
• 25608 samples of pedestrians • 16235 samples of non pedestrians The experiments are performed in the Caffe deep neural network framework. The performances are measured by the Accuracy (ACC) and using the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. The complexity of the classification system is also investigated by the area under the curve (AUC).
A. Benchmark of uni-modal classifiers
In [16] , we compared the performance between AlexNet and LeNet on the Caltech dataset, the best performance measured by AUC was achieved with the LeNet architecture. From the Caltech image dataset, we selected pedestrians bounding boxes (BB) of more than 50 px. and all BB were resized to quadratic size (64 x 64 px). We have noticed the LeNet achieved the better result on smaller image datasets. Hence, we started by comparing for each modality images the classification performances with LeNet architecture with different learning algorithms: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Adaptive Gradient (ADAGRAD), RMSPROP, ADADELTA and learning rate polices: Fixed (FIX), Exponential (EXP), Step Down (STEP), Polynomial Decay (POLY), Sigmoid (SIG), Multi-Step (MS) and Inverse Decay (INV) (see Table I ). It is to be noted that the CNNs were optimized on the training set through 29760 epochs and 0.01 learning rate for both the single modality and the incremental cross-modality models. Each modality classifier is exclusively trained with imagines of its own modality. For the Intensity modality the best performance (ACC = 96.55%) was achieved with the LeNet architecture using the RMSPROP 2 algorithm learning, with POLY rate policy. The best performances are obtained in Depth images with SGD and EXP settings (ACC = 89.78%) and respectively in Flow images ADADELTA and FIX settings (ACC = 87.34%). Therefore, different modalities need different learning algorithms and rate policies for an optimal training.
B. Benchmark of cross-modality training methods
The CNNs were optimized on the training set through 29760 epochs and 0.01 learning rate for both the single modality and the incremental cross-modality models. The CNN belonging to the correlated cross-modality approach needs three times more training epochs (89220 epochs) for the same learning rate.
Since the RMSPROP with POLY settings achieved the best performance on the Intensity modality, we decided to use the same settings to train the correlate cross-modality (CCM-CNN). The CNN model is validated following two different approaches on the multi-modality union data set, and single modality ones (see Table II ). The second approach gives better results. This correlated cross-modality training outperforms the classical intra-modality training only on the Flow testing set. This may be explained by the fact that, with more complex training data, the breadth and depth of the network should be increased. However the complexity would be limited by computing resources, which would thus hinder performance (see Table II ) [19] , [20] . For the training following the incremental cross-modality method, we use RMSPROP with POLY settings for all three CNNs through 29760 epochs. The results, given in Table II are better than those achieved with classical training (see Table I ) for the same settings.
C. Late-fusion with classical vs cross-modality training
In Table III we show the performances obtained with classical training versus incremental cross-modality. The incremental cross-modality late-fusion solution we propose outperforms not only all the single modality classifiers but also the classical late-fusion solution. However, the incremental cross-modality is not statistically signified. These performances are also shown in the ROC curves (see Fig  4) .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed different cross-modality training approaches for late-fusion architectures to improve pedestrian recognition. We have presented systematic experimental evidence on the effectiveness of deep neural networks for pedestrian recognition. We use LeNet architectures with RMSPROP algorithm learning for pedestrian recognition based on a multi-modal image data set. We also evaluated two CNN architectures, one for the incremental correlated method and the other for the correlated cross-modality method. The best performance was achieved with the late fusion architecture which used outputs from the incremental CNNs approaches. The best incremental combination was obtained with Depth, Flow, Intensity for Intensity method followed by Intensity, Flow and Depth for Depth method and Depth, Intensity, Flow for Flow method. The pedestrian recognition issue still remains an important challenge because its accuracy and robustness can be still improved.
The increase in the complexity of the issue requires increasing the breadth and depth of the network as it is limited by computing resources which hinders the performance. The incremental correlated cross-modality approach outperforms the correlated cross-modality approach as it improves the classification performance compared to a classical training of unimodal CNNs through late-fusion schemes on the Daimler data set. This method is more flexible allowing for adaptive settings for each CNN classifier while the correlated crossmodality method compels to use a unique CNN model.
The late fusion methods achieves a better performance because it has a complex architecture which allows independent training of its components (it combines the output scores of all classifiers). The incremental cross-modality late-fusion outperforms all the single modality classifiers and classical late-fusion solutions but its performance is not statistically signified. We think this method could provide better results if it is applied on the suitable neural networks. We believe that the correlated approach is the most promising one.
For future work, we will improve our models with new CNN architecture by creating a new neural network, the performance of which will not be hindered by complex computing resources. We will concentrate on improving that model using optimal settings for different training modality sets and also by extending the model to cross-dataset training.
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